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About the cover:
State Press Magazine represented this
issue’s focus on labor by photographing
tangible tools used by everyday
workers. Stella Atzenweiler captured
the cover by suspending a hammer
in the air with fishing wire against a
striking yellow background. The result
is what you see.
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A preliminary definition of labor
might be necessary for the reader,
but I would not know where to start
to articulate one. Labor takes many
forms, and it is often made political.
I will leave an earmark on just one
thought. We all labor all the time,
but we also consume. In fact, history
points to our generation consuming
more than any that came before.
The companies we choose to buy
from use labor to provide us with all
sorts of consumables that we could
probably live without, or, at least, live
differently without. This is not meant
to be suggestive or editorial in nature.
It’s just true. There are consequences
to our purchasing power, particularly
here in the developed world. Who
labors near or far to make our way of
life possible, and how is that labor
being treated?
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BY KIERA RILEY
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mmersed in a chromatic haze, people stood
scattered around the lawn. The color and
noise of the band contrasted with whitewashed walls as hues of blue cascaded and
collided with the crowd. Even in the midst of
high saturation and the zig-zagging of stage
lights, every set of eyes in the audience was
intently focused on one central point.
Under their gaze stood Andy Warpigs.
Sporting red, heart-shaped sunglasses with a
crimson guitar slung around his shoulder, he
crooned and coaxed the crowd into a slow
sway, and then a jolt. Combining punk, indie,
folk and experimental elements, Warpigs
entranced and energized.
Following Warpigs was Astrud Aurelia, a
drag jazz aficionado. Donning a zebra print
coat and leather collar, Aurelia picked at
the upright bass, belting out scats and yells
intertwined with a stirring, full voice.
After Aurelia was Optimystical, a lyric-conscious, mellow hip-hop group. And then
Room 4 and Truminati, both hard rap groups,
took the stage. Finally, The Color 8 performed
what sounded like a combination of all four.
What do caustic indie punk, soulful
gender-bending jazz and Chance the Rapper-style flow have in common?
Nothing.
And that’s the point.
The acts that performed at Art, Music,
Poetry's (yep, that acronym is 'A MP') Hush
Hush festival were as varied as the hair
colors and styles that adorned the audience.
Representative of Phoenix’s music scene as
a whole, the hodge-podge of mediums and
genres smeared lines and opened the event
up to everyone.
“Bands from Los Angeles and Austin are
a little more polished, but in Phoenix, I can
live out my Ramones, Iggy Pop fantasy while
simultaneously playing with folk bands from
out of town or playing at hardcore shows in
people’s backyards or playing at ASU,” Warpigs

said. “I’ve been able to do things that I would’ve
never been able to do (anywhere else).”
Kick-starting the eponymous band Andy
Warpigs six years ago, Warpigs knows the
scene well. Based on his experiences playing
across the Valley, he said Arizona hosts a wide
variety of local and traveling artists.
The rich, eclectic sound that results is
something to behold. No one has ever been
able to pin it down to a single genre or adjective, but they have been able to combine
them in one space.
The Hush Hush show in the Secret Garden
is just one instance of this. Aside from AMP,
a myriad of art collectives, organizations
and independent promoters recently rose
to prominence as the DIY music scene in
Phoenix took off.
Because of this, the future of Phoenix

try new things and express themselves. It's a
friendly, open environment compared to the
more formal venue arrangement,” said Robbie
Pfeffer, a board member at Trunk Space.
“Trunk Space really does provide an outlet for
creative people and just people who want to
hang out and happen to be under 21 or not
interested in going to a bar.”
The original storefront was what some
would call a "fixer-upper." A team of volunteers painted and polished the interior of
the building. In its heyday, the venue's vibe
matched the artists who filled the space.
One wall was painted white, the other
an egg-yolk yellow. The two converged at a
vertex with a low stage jutting out from the
intersection. Poems, paintings, drawings, photography and whatever else could be plastered
to drywall decorate the area. Trunk Space

"The future of Phoenix music
now lives in empty living
rooms, closed coffee shops
and houses of worship across
the Valley."

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF
AZ MUSIC SCENES
In Phoenix, the birth of the modern DIY
movement is generally traced back to an
unassuming brick building on Grand Avenue.
Stephanie Carrico and Jason “JRC” Nosaj
bought and molded the storefront that would
define the Phoenix counterculture community for years to come. The Trunk Space opened
its doors in 2004.
“I think it provides a space that is unique
in the Phoenix area and allows people to

reached its final form when Luster Kaboom,
a local artist, adorned the side of the building
with a grinning green goblin in 2010. The
"Nerd Monster" wall became synonymous
with the venue.
A slew of musicians, performance artists,
improv troupes and everyone else who fell
between labels took to the stage.
When people speak of the shows they’ve
seen at the Trunk Space, their answers tend
to range from teens performing cutesy indie
pop to a grown man actively trying to shove a
microphone down his throat.
Some of the first bands to take the triangular stage were widely experimental. The
Coitus, a band that frequented underground
shows, performed wearing Halloween masks
using defunct toys to create synth-noise.
Haunted Cologne, another Trunk Space

a gritty desert wasteland, crowd surfing on
the hands of dedicated fans. From the short
stint marinating in heat rage and frustration
with the Reagan administration, the punks
of the Southwest innovated music under
the collective name, Tucson Hard Core, or
T.H.C. for short.
In a Nov. 17, 2016 article by the Trial and
Error Collective, reporters noted that the
many musicians in Tucson anticipated new
wave. The Pedestrians and the Serfers, two
prominent local bands, caught the same wave
as Devo or the Stooges.
Although the sound was experimental and
new, the same punk ideologies stuck. And
with rambunctious crowds, the hardcore
scene had trouble keeping venues open for
more than a few months.
In its short time, T.H.C. produced some
mainstream bands, created some hidden punk
gems and hosted popular acts such as the Dead
Milkmen and the Dead Kennedys. Years after
the rage, people attribute the rise of new wave
and skate punk to emerging artists in Tucson.
There is more to Arizona music history

than T.H.C. and the Trunk Space. Phoenix
also had a small punk scene around the same
time. Emo, pop-punk, post-hardcore, spaghetti western, country, indie and folk have
all shined under the Arizona sun at one time
or another. But experimental, punk and DIY
ideologies have been the ones to stick it out
for the long run.

CONTEMPORARY DIY
SCENE
Bands that frequent the makeshift stages
across the Valley differ from the gilded era of
the Trunk Space, but the two ages share some
overlap. In the contemporary DIY scene,
artists march on with that same experimental
spirit. The many topics musicians sing and
scream about seem to be constant too.
Young people are still angsty. And young
people in Phoenix still find their trouble
rooted in the isolating and exhausting
effects of heat and endless urban sprawl.
Growing up in the desert is a shared experience, and it's communicated fairly eloquent-

ly through song — whether the band is from
2008 or 2018.
Modern bands still typically run younger
when it comes to age; newer bands on the
scene typically garner their inspiration from
their predecessors.
“The DIY ethos and aesthetics are taking
on. A lot of stuff you see in popular culture
is nostalgia," Warpigs said. "A lot of younger
bands you see get a weird idea in their head
and they just roll with it. Young people like a
lot of weird music. Younger musicians aren’t
as tethered by genres.”
The differences arise in the energy of
shows, the music production and the distribution method. There are also a range of new
venues upholding the legacy of local music.
And these venues span across the Valley.
In central Phoenix, musicians typically play
the newly located Trunk Space, The Rebel
Lounge, Valley Bar or pop-up house shows.
Tempe houses renowned small venues such as
The Sunroom and 51 West. Mesa boasts The
Nile Underground.
As far as the energy of shows, musicians have
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music now lives in empty living rooms, closed
coffee shops and houses of worship across the
Valley. None of this would be possible without the many musicians, artists and venues
that cultivated the first shadow of a scene.
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favorite, combined polka and punk with the
sound of one accordion.
The energy of the venue is anarchic and
thrifty, but welcoming. And there is always
some element of surprise. When they say
Trunk Space is open to anyone, they really
do mean anyone. Every genre and subgenre
has been represented in the 14-year history
of the venue. With the exclusion of covers,
anything goes.
The Trunk Space serves as a center point,
a home base of sorts for misfits across the Valley. Though the venue has faced its fair share
of challenges, namely a lack of air conditioning and a location change, the message still
remains the same.
“I think at this point, Trunk Space has
become a generational institution. There
have been so many bands and communities
who have come through Trunk Space since its
inception that it's really quite interesting to
see how one place can mean many different
things to different people,” Pfeffer said.
Outside of Trunk Space, coffee shops, art
galleries and music venues provided similar
outlets for artists of the time. The scene, as a
whole, is captured in the 2008 documentary,
"Hi, My Name is Ryan," which chronicled
one of its beloved members, Ryan Avery.
Performing in bands such as Father’s Day; Hi,
My Name is Ryan; Iggy Pop (no, not that Iggy
Pop) and Night Wolf, Avery became a martyr
for the Phoenix scene in general.
In one of Avery's bands, he and his friends
donned animal masks and screamed into bullhorns. In another, he banged on sheet metal
until he bled. In his most consistent band,
Father’s Day, he yelled and jumped into the
crowd as his alter ego, father and businessman
Douglas Patton.
During one notable show with Locking
Your Car Doors, Avery and his band smashed
watermelons, threw televisions, exploded a
bag of powdered sugar and took baseball bats
to a car that was driven into the venue.
"One guy in particular I still remember
came up to the merch table after the set and
his eye was bleeding and I was like, 'd ude,
your eye is bleeding you gotta go to the
hospital and take care of that!' and he replied
'yeah yeah yeah, I know I'll go but I can't leave
without a shirt!'" Avery recalled.
Again, anarchic energy.
This same energy was mirrored decades
prior in Tucson. Though many know Arizona
for western or Hispanic influences in music,
the varying sounds of punk largely evolved
from hardcore bands of the 1980s.
Prominent punk bands like the Meat
Puppets and Blood Spasm emerged from

dialed it back from total anarchy to soft rebellion.
Simmering ideas of anarchy do persist, but shows
don’t typically spiral to the same point of chaos.
A prevailing sound evolved as well. With
accessibility to heightened production
equipment and software, musicians typically put out more polished songs. These
songs are also widely distributed through
music sharing platforms like Bandcamp
and Soundcloud.
Phoenix music also found a greater sense
of community with the rise of social media.
Bands, venues and fans can communicate
directly, creating a close-knit relationship.
“I would say the general awareness of people in the arts community is helpful because
if someone decides that they want to start
a band everyone is going to know about it
really fast. We all know what’s going on with
bands in town,” Warpigs said.
As the scene continues to grow, new bands
pop up every week while others disband. But

with these consistent shifts, some groups
continuously lead the pack.
Aside from Warpigs, other prominent local
groups all make frequent appearances across
the Valley. And in the vein of mainstream
popularity: Phoenix-based bands are making
waves across the country.

ISSUES WITHIN LOCAL
MUSIC SCENES
Although Phoenix boasts a diverse and
thriving music community, the scene is not
immune to social ills that plague the rest of
the music industry. Sexism and sexual misconduct reign discreetly in music communities across the country.
One of the most stark and recent examples
of this is in the third-wave of emo music.
Jenn Pelly, a contributing editor at Pitchfork, wrote a Nov. 17, 2017 report concerning the overarching connection between

misogyny, sexual misconduct and pop-punk.
Namely, Pelly mentions front men Jesse
Lacey of Brand New and Jake McElfresh of
Front Porch Step.
Both singers had a past of problematic
lyrics and a record of sexual misconduct to
match. Pelly writes, “Women have long been
shouting about the fucked-up power dynamics of pop-punk and third-wave emo, which
have continued into the present.”
Pop-punk is not an outlier either.
Questionable lyrical content in other genres
like indie and folk often flies under the radar
because of its public perception. Whether it's a
heavily tattooed front man wishing death upon
his ex-girlfriend or an indie shy boy murmuring perversions, the idea remains the same.
By operating under the surface, messages of
misogyny become subconscious.
On the upside, people are taking action
across the country to combat these issues. As
far as sexual misconduct, the momentum of

"To put it blatantly, the
current state of the Phoenix
music community is easily
comparable to the restaurant
Golden Corral"

– Kiera Riley
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the #MeToo movement encouraged many fans
to come forward about their own experiences.
Because of this, artists and bands accused of
sexual misconduct are facing consequences.
Just this past year, alleged abusers across all
genres witnessed a reckoning. Certain members of Summer Salt, the Orwells, Crystal
Castles and Brockhampton were outed for
sexual misconduct.
Even with these strides, local music
continues to face the same problems. The
solution to this issue is obviously neither fast
nor easy. But there are starting points for
smaller communities.
“Hold people accountable. If the Phoenix
scene had a dollar for every time someone
was apologetic to an abuser, the Phoenix
scene would have a lot of dollars,” Col Bauer,
senior mathematics major and lead singer of
local favorite Closet Goth said. “Do not let
these people into shows. Be mindful. Be kind.
Believe survivors."
Other wider scale changes can be made at
venues. By booking more diverse acts, empowering female fronted bands and dealing
with misconduct directly, local scenes stand a
chance against endemic sexual misconduct.
Some of this change has already come
about in Phoenix. Venues like the Sunroom
and the Trunk Space are taking further
steps to ensure that shows are safe, inclusive places for everyone involved in the
music community.
Though the road ahead is long, Phoenix
stands a chance. Artists in Arizona diverge
across every genre and subgenre known to humankind. But even with this disparity in style,
musicians share a certain mutual experience.
To put it blatantly, the current state of the
Phoenix music community is easily comparable to the restaurant Golden Corral.
Trays of dessert sit dangerously close to the
mashed potatoes and gravy. Runoff from the
chocolate fountain seeps centimeters away
from a pan of baby back ribs. But no one
seems to mind.
Our options have evolved to be varied,
diverse and collaborative; and that's how we
like it.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CLOSET GOTH
ILLUSTRATION BY SAM DEADRICK

Underpaid foreign labor, questionable
food-service contractors, overpaid
university affiliates and questions about
the need for university labor unions
— all of these are connected by the
theme of human labor. ASU’s operation
requires labor of all kinds, in all places.
The labor that keeps ASU running is the
beating heart of the city, and State Press
Magazine aims to check its pulse.

LABOR
U N S TIT C H ED
BY MEGAN BARBERA AND PARKER SHEA
ILLUSTRATION BY SAM DEADRICK
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npaid and abused labor in the developing world makes it cheaper for
universities to sell branded children’s
apparel, but ASU recently suspended ties with
one such unethical provider.
Salvadorian retail company Konffetty, which
was found to engage in abusive labor practices,
produces children’s clothing with Division I
university brand icons. National labor activists
say ASU is one of the first major universities to
suspend licensing ties with Konffetty.
The United Students Against Sweatshops
Local 85, one chapter of a national labor rights
organization, brought the issue to ASU’s
attention. The group presented to President
Michael Crow a Worker’s Rights Consortium
investigation into Konffetty.
Nicole Sohn, a philosophy junior and the
president of USAS, said the process to halt the
partnership was straightforward.
“We delivered a letter to Michael Crow’s office,
and a couple weeks later we got a response saying
that they (the University) were cutting ties with
them because they violated every single one of the
University’s labor codes of conduct,” Sohn said.
The WRC released in 2017 an investigative
report exposing Konffetty’s labor practices after it
received a complaint from a Salvadorian women’s
rights group, Mujeres Transformando. The
complaint stated the company was in violation of
labor and minimum wage laws in El Salvador.
Although ASU does not have a direct relationship with Konffetty, the University formerly had
a brand agreement with Miami-based clothing
company Vive Le Fete, whose sole product
supplier is Konffetty.

HOW KONFFETTY GETS ITS CLOTHES TO YOU

“

Ma ny ot her U.S. univer sit ies w i th
prominent a t hlet ics progr a ms s ti l l
ma int a in br a nding a greement s wi th Vi v e
L e F et e, including Ba ylor Unive rs i ty,
F lor ida St a t e Univer sit y a nd the
Univer sit y of Ar izona .

“

anything right’ and that their work is ‘just a waste
of time …,’” according to the report.
“The Konffetty representative’s verbal abuse of
homeworkers represents a violation of both Salvadoran law and university codes of conduct.”
The Konffetty representative, according to
the WRC, threatened laborers who spoke with
representatives of Mujeres Transformando.
The investigation concludes with recommendations for correcting Konffetty’s labor practices
and, moving forward, what is expected of VLF as
a business partner.
While the suspension of ASU’s partnership
with Vive Le Fete was progress for the USAS, it
still is pushing ASU to become more firmly fair
trade when it comes to what companies it buys its
apparel from.
Ana Jimenez, the director of international solidarity campaigns at USAS, said popular clothing brands
often have underlying labor condition issues.
“Workers on the ground who know of USAS
work are calling on students to stand in solidarity
with them and to organize alongside them,”
Jimenez said. “They recognize that students ultimately have power on campus through the financial relationships they have with the university.”
USAS, which has clubs on over 150 college
campuses, aims to consistently hold universities
accountable in terms of who they buy apparel
from, Sohn said.
Sohn also said the group aims to not only
investigate and end current university relations
with companies that practice unfair labor laws but
to be advocates for the working class.
“Our purpose is to work in solidarity with
working people and their struggles,” Sohn said.
“Our goal is to build a grassroots student movement that challenges corporate power so we can
fight for economic justice.”
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of women embroiderers in Apopa being paid onethird the national required minimum wage. They
are forced to work overtime and deceptively led to
sign contracts agreeing to this treatment.
Konfetty drafts mostly women homebodies for
labor, meaning these women work almost exclusively from their houses embroidering collegiate
brands and other icons onto children’s clothes.
Many of these workers have alleged to Mujeres
Transformando and the WRC that they are not
receiving El Salvador’s national minimum wage
for their labor.
A number of universities nationwide have indirectly partnered with Konffetty, including ASU.
Many other U.S. universities with prominent
athletics programs still maintain branding
agreements with Vive Le Fete, including Baylor
University, Florida State University and the
University of Arizona.
The WRC report found that Konffetty and
Vive Le Fete were established and are operated
by members of the same Salvadorian family. The
companies “maintain significant elements of shared
management and assets,” according to the report.
The WRC investigation also revealed that
Konffetty only pays its workers 41 cents per
hour, one-third of El Salvador’s $1.23 per hour
minimum wage.
Konffetty assigns its workers an impossible
amount of tasks to complete in the duration of
time the company demands, according to the
investigation. This has made for long shifts and
unpaid overtime.
The report also presented workers’ allegations
of an abusive power dynamic between Konffetty’s
management and the laborers.
“Homeworkers added that the Konffetty representative also frequently yelled at them, called
them mules, and told them that they ‘can’t do

february 2019

The apparel is stitched in
Apopa, El Salvador. Then,
it's shipped to Miami per
purchase by Vive Le Fete, an
American company. Vive Le
Fete then sells the clothing
nationwide through its online
website.

“The WRC continues to urge VLF and Konffetty to engage cooperatively and in good faith
with the WRC and with Mujeres Transformando,
as an advocate for the rights and welfare of the
homeworkers,” the WRC report said.
“Such a constructive approach is a clear
necessity if VLF, as a licensee, and Konffetty, as
its supplier, are to come into compliance with
university codes of conduct.”
In a letter from Sept. 27, 2018, to the ASU
chapter of USAS, Associate Vice President of
University Business Services Nichol Luoma
wrote, “We have requested that IMG College
Licensing advise Vive Le Fete (that) we will be
suspending any product or artwork approvals
until further notice.”
IMG College Licensing handles ASU’s brand
agreements with the various companies that
use the school’s logos and icons. The University
requires the companies that produce licensed
products to follow the school's Fair Labor
Philosophy and Code of Conduct, according to
Luoma in the letter.
An ASU spokesperson said, regarding the
University's present relationship with Vive Le
Fete, “IMG College Licensing disclosed that Vive
Le Fete and Worker Rights Consortium (WRC)
met Oct. 24, 2018 and had a productive discussion. As an ASU affiliate, the WRC is expected
to send official communications directly to ASU
when there are updates.”
The city of Apopa, where Konfetty is based, is
positioned just north of the El Salvador’s capital
San Salvador, not far from the Pacific coast. A little
over 150,000 people live in Apopa, and the city is
saddled with poverty and gang violence, as evident
by numerous news reports and Apopa’s proximity
to the infamously dangerous nearby capital city.
According to the WRC report, there is a group

REPORT

A bri ef c at a l og
o f th e et hi c a l
pro bl ems i n
Aram a r k' s
hi s t or y
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BY AZZAM ALMOUAI
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From the Barrett Dining Hall and the
Chick-fil-A in the Memorial Union to the
Sonora Market and Charlie’s Cafe in Hayden
Library, nearly every on-campus food business is run by Aramark.
The NYU strikers were pressured with
punitive action as the school threatened to revoke their housing and financial aid, according to the IEC. This was because the coalition
broke university policy by staying overnight
at the Kimmel Center for University Life.
“Once it became clear that NYU administration was not interested in considering our
demands in good faith, we moved to Kimmel
(which closes at 11 p.m.), to let administration know that we were willing to use civil disobedience as a means of securing divestment,”
said an IEC representative.
IEC was demanding full dissociation from
Aramark because “NYU gives Aramark money
by allowing them to hold our dining services
contract,” the IEC representative said. “Aramark
uses that money to lobby for the expansion of
mass incarceration and abuse incarcerated people — that is what we are trying to disrupt.”
Beyond self-operating, the majority of
third-party service providers like Aramark
have faced accusations of ethical misconduct.
Aramark, Sodexo and the Compass Group
— called by some the “Big 3” food service
providers in America — have extensive unethical rap sheets.
For example, Sodexo has been accused of
racial discrimination, life-threatening safety
violations and abusive working conditions.
Compass Group similarly has settled court
cases regarding health violations, wage and
hour disputes, and employee discrimination.
For anyone confused about why the IEC
would be opposed to corporations like Aramark in particular — and what prisons have to
do with ASU’s food service provider — read
on. The treatment of prisoners referenced by
the IEC is just one domino in a series of piling controversies Aramark has been involved
with in recent years.

november
february 2018
2019
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n Monday, Dec. 3, 2018 at 8:30
a.m., the Incarceration to Education Coalition of New York
University took industrial action for a social
cause. The group began a 155-hour strike at
two locations in protest of NYU’s relationship with service provider Aramark.
Functioning multi-nationally, Aramark
provides food, facility and uniform services
across the industries of business, corrections,
education, healthcare and leisure to the tune of
multi-billion dollar revenue. Reports of inmate
abuse, under-the-table money deals and labor
misconduct pose serious ethical questions for
those partnering with the company.
“Our primary reason for protesting was
Aramark’s participation in and support of the
prison-industrial complex,” an IEC representative told State Press Magazine, “as well as their
gross mistreatment of the people incarcerated
at the facilities in which Aramark operates.”
Aramark’s relationship with Arizona State
University is similar to the one it had, and
may continue to have, with NYU.
At almost any time of day, Aramark employees can be seen on each of the University’s four campuses. It serves as ASU’s food
provider under its more recognizable name,
Sun Devil Dining.

UNIVERSITY PROBLEMS

service providers in an effort to expedite the
potential headaches of bureaucratizing their
own facilities and services, but this can come
at the cost of turning a blind eye to ethical
misconduct elsewhere.

PRISON MISTREATMENT
The IEC strike was fueled by Aramark’s
mistreatment of those incarcerated in prisons
for which the company provides food.
A Jan. 8, 2017 investigation by PBS
reported a large-scale prison strike in protest
against the service providing giant, which the
report claims “provides meals for more than
500 correctional facilities across the country
and has been the subject of complaints about
maggots and rocks (in the food), sexual
harassment, drug trafficking and other employee misconduct.”
Pastor Kenneth Glasgow, spokesman of
the Free Alabama Movement — an inmate
rights group — is quoted in the same report
saying that Aramark is "the biggest benefactors of prisoners, and they have a history of
neglecting prisoners, serving bad food, not
enough food, or undernourished food.”
In Aramark’s defense, spokesperson Karen
Cutler said there had been three proven cases
of sabotage where inmates placed maggots in
their own food.
Perhaps accounting for the maggots,
Cutler shifted the blame for the rats, rocks,
harassment, drug trafficking and
malnourishment

onto Aramark employees rather than the
company’s management or the company as a
whole, according to the PBS report.
The riots and strikes reported by PBS
are not the only reported problems with
Aramark’s prison dealings. A 2009 riot in
Kentucky prisons was sparked by food provided by Aramark.
A Kentucky state representative, Brent
Yonts, told the Lexington Herald Leader on
Nov. 7, 2009, that inmates had been served
brownies and at least one burrito made with
human feces.
Yonts was a strong proponent of terminating Aramark’s contract with the Kentucky
prison system, asking for a state investigation of Aramark in 2011 after a dead mouse
was found in an inmate’s soup. Former
Attorney General of Kentucky Jack Conway
found Aramark’s actions not in breach of its
contract and thus required no further investigation, according to a June 3, 2011 Herald
Leader report.
Yonts went on the record in 2014 saying
corrections had gotten better and were
doing the job they should have done all
along, according to a July 4, 2014 report by
NBC Philadelphia. The state of Kentucky

still contracts Aramark’s services in its
corrections facilities.
A Dec. 23, 2013 article in Truthdig by Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Chris Hedges
detailed further misconduct by Aramark.
The article claims Aramark fired unionized
correctional facility employees to replace
them with nonunionized ones in an effort to
pay less for labor, minimized food quality and
portion sizes to maximize profit and generally
mismanaged facilities.
“The bread was stale. I saw food in the
kitchen with mold on it. The refrigerator
broke down and the food was left outside in
the cold or trucked in from another facility,”
23-year veteran New Jersey corrections officer Crystal Jordan was quoted saying in the
article. “Diarrhea and vomiting is common
among the prisoners.”
Another instance of statewide Aramark controversy occurred when the Florida Department
of Corrections fined Aramark in 2008 after it
found the company in violation of its contract
multiple times and performed an audit that
accused Aramark of “cutting costs and boosting
profits by skimping on meals,” according to a
May 7, 2013 report by USA Today.

Following this, Florida state correctional
facilities and Aramark parted ways.

LABOR CONTROVERSIES
According to Aramark’s website, the company employs over 270,000 people across
19 countries.
Because of its involvement in various
industries, Aramark’s labor force is represented by a multitude of unions. Big
companies such as Aramark are traditionally
opposed to their workers unionizing as it
puts a mediator between the company and
the workers. Aramark has been implicated in
union-busting tactics by former employees
and activists.
One example of this occurred at Morehead State University. Aramark employees at MSU tried to join a branch of the
Service Employees International Union,
according to a Jan. 16, 2015 report by
Morehead News.
With a Jan. 21, 2015 vote, the workers
motioned 54-32 against joining the SEIU, as
reported by Morehead News on Jan. 25, 2015.
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Aramark is contracted by many universities
around the U.S. to provide food and other
services. There have been several instances in
recent years wherein university administrators resigned, laborers went on strike or student-activists called into question Aramark’s
relationship to the prison system.
Former University of Central Arkansas
President Allen Meadors was charged in
2011 with a misdemeanor after having to
resign for misleadingly accepting a $700,000
grant given by Aramark to renovate his
on-campus house.
The renovation was contingent on the
president agreeing to extend Aramark’s
contract by seven years, according to an Aug.
30, 2012 piece by the Arkansas Times. That
is, Aramark allegedly bribed Meadors.
Aramark retained its contract with UCA
afterwards and continues to partner with the
university to this day.
Administrative misconduct in collusion
with Aramark also took place at the University of Central Florida between January 2017
and May 2018, according to the university's
student-run newspaper KnightNews.com.
Curt Sawyer, the then-associate vice president of university services at UCF, resigned
before the ethics claim against him could
fully develop.
Sawyer was found to have been accepting gifts from a long list of vendors, which
included Aramark. The Aramark angle
was particularly mired in ethical questions because Sawyer played a big role in
Aramark’s takeover of student ser vices,
according to the report.
Aside from the IEC’s recent moves against
Aramark at NYU, there has been student
unrest at universities nationwide.
Students and labor leaders in the University of California system collectively
called for full dissociation from
Aramark in 2018 because
of the company's
involvement

with Immigration and Customs Enforcement, according to an Aug. 10, 2018 report
by the San Francisco Chronicle.
A protest organized in 2012 by Bard
College’s local branch of United Students
Against Sweatshops called for Bard to end
its partnership with Aramark because the corporation was making housekeepers choose
between feeding their families or paying
for healthcare, according to a statement by
USAS from Dec. 3, 2012.
Some universities have seen the creation of
clubs solely dedicated to protesting Aramark.
In October, a club established to dissociate
from Aramark hosted a dining hall protest at
Western Washington University, calling itself
Shred the Contract, according to an Oct. 24,
2018 report in the AS Review, an alternative
weekly at WWU.
The club sought for WWU to establish
its own university-run dining service with
more health-conscious, locally-sourced
food along with a student worker's union to
secure fair treatment.
The demand for in-house food service is
a common theme among student protests
against Aramark.
Another instance from 2018 occurred at
NYU during a Black History Month event when
Aramark planned a racially insensitive meal that
consigned cultural food to stereotypes.
Aramark reportedly served ribs, macaroni
and cheese, collard greens, watermelon-flavored water and Kool-Aid, according to a
Feb. 22, 2018 report by Newsweek. This
menu was created without consulting NYU
and was met with immediate backlash.
Universities, like most large
institutions, contract
third-party

This is significant because union-busting
documents have surfaced online that show
Aramark taking a clear stance against its
workers joining the proposed union. Some of
the documents were dated to Dec.16, 2014, a
month before the vote.
Besides openly union-busting, Aramark
has also been involved in other labor-related
controversies: protest stoppages, denying
meal and rest breaks, underpaying labor and
racial discrimination.

The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs announced in 2015 that
Aramark would be paying $165,000 to settle
claims of systemic hiring discrimination on
the basis of gender and race.
While the company did not admit liability,
it did offer 53 jobs to former applicants as
well as revise its hiring process, according to a
Nov. 23, 2015 report published by the United
States Department of Labor.
Evidence of Aramark denying laborers

meals and rest breaks comes from a 2010
wage-and-hour lawsuit against the company.
Plaintiffs in Genaro Zendejas Morales v.
Aramark Corporation alleged that Aramark
“denied its workers the meal and rest breaks
to which they are entitled under California
law,” according to an April 6, 2010 article by
Law 360, a LexisNexis company. ASU partners with LexisNexis to offer ASU affiliates
access to the company's research databases.
The report also claimed that the settlement

agreed upon $3.9 million to be paid to those
party to the class-action suit.
Work stoppages against Aramark occurred
in 2008 when hundreds of food service
workers rallied for higher wages and better
benefits, according to a March 6, 2008 report
by The New York Times.
Unite Here, a large U.S. labor union,
organized the rally. Its national president at
the time, Bruce S. Raynor, was quoted in the
report saying, “There is no greater example of
income inequality in American society than
the Goldman Sachs cafeteria.”
Aramark has been found to work with labor
unions against the wishes of some of the
workers it represents.

The agreement in question dictates where
unionization can occur. The SEIU and Unite
Here gain “labor peace” but give up considerable autonomy.
An Aug. 22, 2008 report by Inside Higher
Education detailed how this agreement
affected student activists of the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The students
agreed to stand in protest of Aramark at their
university at the behest of union leaders.
The union leaders ended up abandoning
the cause, and the students were allegedly intimidated by Aramark executives, according
to the report. Aramark disputed the students’
claims of intimidation.
Through all of these events, relative to
its size and resources, Aramark is able to
recover without missing a beat — adding to
the complexity is all the people caught in
the middle of the controversies.
Aramark uses union-busting tactics, keeps

administrators in its pocket and blatantly
ignores student demands.
At just under $16 billion in revenue in
2018, Aramark has the resources and power
to make company policy changes behind
closed doors, settle cases out of court and
hush detractors.
Though scrutiny of individual relationships is important, the mass food service
industry has inherent problems stretching
beyond just Aramark. As mentioned above,
companies like the Compass Group and
Sodexo have been found to engage in
ethically questionable practices not unlike
those by Aramark.
USAS Local 85, ASU’s chapter, told
State Press Magazine the organization
stands in solidarity with the IEC at NYU.
USAS cited Aramark’s history of unfair
labor practices, acts of cultural insensitivity
and contributions to the prison industrial
complex as reasoning behind its support,
according to a statement the local sent to
State Press Magazine.
“We are keeping track of the unfair labor
practices that (Aramark has) committed
on our own campus and encourage ASU
administrators to look into Aramark
and reconsider our University's
contract with them,” USAS
Local 85 said.
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ASU PAYS

Jon Kyl

THOUSANDS TO BE

Jon Kyl
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BY ANNE SNYDER
ILLUSTRATION BY SAM DEADRICK

“I do a lot of things at ASU that aren't
strictly teaching,” said Jon Kyl in a Jan. 8
report by azcentral, in regard to questions
about his now infamously high ASU salary. In
fact, Kyl seems to be doing just about everything at ASU except teach.
Kyl, who was the interim U.S. Senator
who replaced the late Sen. John McCain, has
been facing serious backlash for his annual
$75,000+ salary from the University.
It is important to note that Kyl claims he
has taught multiple undergraduate and law
classes at the University, but does not appear
in any recent searches in the ASU online class
catalog. This means that Kyl's statements
contradict the evidence provided by a perusal
through ASU's public catalog.
Apparently, Kyl’s substantial salary stems
from frequent work in areas related to
outreach and involvement, such as having
coffee chats with Barrett, the Honors College

times as much work as him for half the cost.
Sen. Kyrsten Sinema, who physically taught
two-to-three ASU courses per semester and
was also involved in mentorship and advising,
made an annual salary of $25,500, according
to The State Press's ASU employee salary
database.
The issue of Kyl’s pay grade from ASU
highlights a much larger problem of
establishment politicians and leaders being
overcompensated for their work simply
because of their stature. For example,
former First Lady and 2016 presidential
candidate Hillary Clinton was paid roughly
$22 million between 2013 to 2015 strictly
for speeches, cashing in about $200,000
per speech, according to an April 22, 2016
report by U.S. News. Perhaps those with the
most government influence are the most
highly compensated. Is ASU trying to extend innovation to Capitol Hill by keeping
Kyl financially comfortable?
ASU likely pays Kyl so much in order to
keep such a distinguished scholar and leader
close to the University. Kyl has participated
in numerous mentorship and leadership roles,
which makes him a valuable source of learning for many students who are looking to get
involved in public policy.
Despite this, high salaries and financial
overcompensation for establishment politicians perpetuates the notion that the rich
get richer. There are countless professors and
scholars at ASU who are putting in hundreds
and thousands of hours worth of important
and innovative work, but are only receiving a
fraction of the compensation.
If ASU wants to keep Kyl as a member of
its faculty, leaders in the University should
aim to be more transparent about his contributions to its mission. The first step is requiring Kyl to be physically present and active in
the courses that he is supposed to teach.
If the University fails to hold Kyl accountable for his duties, then ASU's administration
must reconsider the compensation that it is
giving to other faculty who are just as qualified
and far more productive but not as famous.
Professors who are teaching multiple complex
courses while concurrently conducting important
research, serving in advising and leadership roles
and are going above and beyond their job of
simply educating, deserve to be paid fairly.
Being a more recognized member of political academia does not entitle anyone to such
substantial money for such little work.
Editor’s note: The opinions presented in this column
are the authors’ and do not imply any endorsement
from The State Press or its editors.
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students, participating in various events and
acting as an adviser to multiple policy initiatives and groups. Essentially, ASU is paying
Jon Kyl just to be Jon Kyl.
The entire purpose of this salary is to bring
a prestigious face to ASU and give students
access to a prominent member of the political
world. However, the question still stands: does
Jon Kyl deserve his annual $75,000 salary?
Although Kyl is a prominent member of
Republican stature and establishment, that
is not enough to warrant such an exorbitant
amount of money. In this case, establishment
credence comes with way too high of a cost.
Kyl’s work at ASU is significant to Barrett
honors students and students who benefit
from and are interested in policy issues such
as water policy. However, it is not enough to
merit such a substantial pay grade, especially
when there are numerous Arizona leaders
who are quite capable of providing the same
quality of services for a much lower price tag.
A double-standard issue came up when Governor Ducey bashed his opponent David Garcia
during the 2018 gubernatorial race, citing
Garcia's $82,000 salary for a mere three hours of
University teaching work per week, according
to a Jan. 8 column from azcentral. Meanwhile,
Ducey had nothing to say about Republican Jon
Kyl's strikingly similar situation.
The issue surrounding Kyl’s pay is better
understood in context. When comparing
Kyl’s salary and his work at ASU to that of
another faculty member, there is an obvious
and distinct difference in compensation, even
though Kyl’s work is much less involved.
For instance, former Penn State professor
Christine Buzinde — who teaches four classes
in ASU's School of Community Resources and
Development each semester in addition to her
involvement, publications, research and other
forms of public work — has an annual salary of
$52,320. Compared to Kyl’s $75,000+ salary,
Professor Buzinde does three times the work at
ASU for a fraction of the compensation.
This is not to say that Kyl does not deserve
compensation, or that he does not deserve
to be rich. In fact, Kyl has been a prominent
leader in Arizona for decades, proving his value
to this state by continually conducting research
regarding water policy and lobbying for legislation on behalf of Arizona voters. However,
these other engagements do not justify ASU’s
generous pay, as the majority of Kyl’s work is
conducted outside the University.
ASU should not be paying Kyl such a
substantial salary to simply serve in leadership
and mentoring roles. Highly distinguished
professors at ASU could regularly complete five
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DO ASU
WORKERS
NEED A
UNION?
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Another
problem that student
workers face is low pay –
what should be criminally low
pay. On Jan. 1, 2019, the minimum
wage of the state of Arizona was raised to $11
per hour. However, the University is not required to
pay state minimum wage; its payscale for waged employees starts at $10 an hour. Also, while the minimum wage
increased, it didn't affect stipends, which is how many student
employees get paid.
Many ASU employees are exempt from the standard
minimum wage, and ASU has been compensating students
through stipends and other means in a manner that would
land any other employer with sizable fines.
Many students receive stipend-pay in order to cover expenses in exchange for labor that is ostensibly educational.
The rationale is that students receive extra money to
cover their costs while receiving valuable training in jobs
that would not be offered otherwise to non-students.
However, the stipend-pay system is ripe for exploitation
because it ties student compensation to a specific task and
not to the amount of work performed. That the positions may not otherwise be offered or that the positions
are meant to provide training is immaterial because the
purpose of having a minimum wage should be to ensure
employees are fairly compensated for their work.
Students take on employment for primarily financial
reasons, whether to support themselves now or to increase
their chances of getting a job in the future. If students cannot afford to continue their studies without working more
than 25 hours a week, then this should be seen as a sign that
the cost of tuition, fees and housing needs to come down.
While it is true that workplace organizing may benefit
all workers, some student workers face exceptional types of
exploitation that call for redress. For example, ASU must
be compelled to not only guarantee all student workers at
least minimum wage, but also at least a living wage.
The cost of living in Tempe has ballooned in recent years,
putting even more pressure on many students who live in or
near the city. Students under pressure from low wages, high
university expenses and lack of affordable housing have also
been exploited by unfair leasing practices by landlords.
Student workers and University employees face a wide
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niversity students are often intimately
involved in many of the most important
social movements of our day, providing critical
assistance to fights against injustice everywhere, such as the
recent protests against the global gag rule on reproductive
health or the killing of Antonio Arce by Tempe PD. However, students should do more to remedy injustices done
against the employees of Arizona State University.
What are these injustices? What can be done to combat
them? Is there a way to combat these injustices without
sacrificing the valuable activist work that students do every
day on behalf of their communities?
The answer to the last question is yes. By organizing as
workers and students of the University, we, as members of
the ASU community, can leverage our positions to fight for
our own interests and on behalf of the downtrodden and
struggling in our society.
Students, too, are struggling. A 2013 survey by
Citigroup, known most widely for its banking division,
Citibank, found that approximately 80 percent of students
in the US work at least part-time and primarily fund their
education with their own money. This statistic may relate
to some ASU students. Both graduate and undergraduate
students hold jobs like cafeteria work, tutoring, research assistance, teaching assistance, programming and much more.
While the University claims that students who work
part-time jobs perform better academically than other
students, this only applies to students who work less than 20
hours a week. For students who work more than 20 hours
per week, it appears the opposite is the case, according to a
study conducted in 2008 by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Currently, the University allows students to work up to 25
hours per week but only implemented that limit in 2013.
This is not taking into account the fact that, while many
jobs may limit employees from being paid for more than 25
hours, fulfilling the duties of certain jobs may require more
than 25 hours of actual work. The problem is that much of
the work done in the age of the internet is done from home,
which leads to work tasks bleeding into other areas of life. It
was this problem that lead France to pass a law regulating the
times during which work emails can be sent to employees.
Students may be working for the University without pay
because ASU does not allow them compensation for more
than 25 hours. For example, a graduate student tasked with
teaching classes is not going to stop working if preparing
for their class takes longer than 25 hours every week. In
addition, if student workers cannot get more hours, they
may work other jobs elsewhere beyond the 25 hours; this
encumbers students in a way that could be avoided should
they be allowed to work more hours for the same employer.

array of challenges, but why is labor organizing the
solution to these challenges?
Besides isolated cases of universities granting concessions on the basis of student actions, other evidence
demonstrates the utility of labor organizing in improving conditions and pay on a long-term basis. A June 3,
2018 review by the Chronicle of Higher Education
found that adjuncts represented by unions achieved
gains in compensation, benefits and academic freedom.
Administrations often argue against unions in higher
education on the grounds that unions would come
between students and faculty to make crucial decisions on
behalf of students. But the administration is not a neutral
party, merely existing to ensure the education of students
and the furthering of academic knowledge. It is itself an
intermediary between the students and education, a bureaucracy assigned to perform a task on behalf of the state
government, which is demonstrably no friend to students.
There are several examples of successful student organizing throughout the world that ASU students and employees could emulate. The importance of highlighting
these models is not to argue that there is a specific way
in which students and workers at ASU should organize,
but to show the various ways this has been accomplished
in the past amidst a variety of challenges.
For example, in 2012, in reaction to an announced tuition hike by the Quebec provincial government, Quebecois students conducted a six-month strike against classes,
shutting down universities throughout the province.
The strike resulted in the repeal of the tuition hike and
the election of a new government that was more sensitive
to the needs of students and the poor. Quebecois student
activists drew on a long tradition of student syndicalism,
primarily originating in the 1960s, which sees students
as future workers and works to achieve demands, such
as free tuition through tactics such as student strikes and
decentralized, direct-democratic unions.
Similarly, in 2017, cafeteria workers at UC Berkeley
shut down a cafeteria on campus in a protest over unpaid
wages. Even after being fired, cafeteria employees continued to protest on campus and eventually won their jobs
back as well as wage concessions.
Students can also be a very powerful force in working
to improve the lives of university employees. In 2006,
students at the University of Miami flyered, marched,
joined hunger strikes and occupied buildings in order to
support efforts by janitors at the university to unionize,
the end result of which was a success.
Many of the same tactics used in the struggle for the rights
of university laborers can be used in other contexts as well,
such as when students at UC Berkeley occupied a university
building in protest of cuts to the multicultural center there.
Student organizations such as United Students
Against Sweatshops have had success advocating for

the rights of workers here at ASU and have joined with
students from Students for a Democratic Society to
advocate for a tuition freeze at the University.
As for ASU, because public university workers are
public employees, they do have the right to collectively
bargain, but it is unclear if they have the right to strike. Students could work to elect politicians who would support
changes to these laws. However, the point of political organizing is not to be a spectator to political and institutional
decision-making but, rather, to play an active part in it.
What this looks like in practical terms depends on the
situation that faces us. ASU does not have a long history of
labor organizing on campus, and students are notoriously
politically inactive — although this seems to have changed
somewhat in the past couple of years, with voter turnout
among young people having much increased in 2018.
Students need to embrace forms of organizing
and political participation that don’t rely on electoral
politics alone and put agency for political and economic
decision-making directly in the hands of students;
that means leveraging the power that they have within
higher education and the workplace in order to demand
concessions and play an active part in decision-making,
or, indeed, make their own decisions.
Whether this takes the form of strikes, protests, student syndicates, unionization, etc., students cannot wait
on the caprice of politicians and the uncertainty of the
political process in order to fight for their own futures.
The preceding examples of successful organizing
demonstrate that students and University employees
can gain for themselves an immense amount of power
by organizing collectively; this power manifests as power
over their employer, the University, as well as businesses, political parties and the government. While labor
organizing is a potent tool for winning demands and
achieving political goals, those goals can be as ambitious
or narrow as those who set them want them to be.
The power that the administration holds over
students that allows them to deny adequate wages is the
same power that the administration uses to deny nonwhite students access to adequate resources. Students
should use the power they have over the administration
and the government in order to fight injustices against all
students, and injustice everywhere.
Ultimately, labor organizing at ASU must adopt a
commitment to an expanded conception of justice and
freedom, one that both includes and goes beyond the
immediate economic interests of students and University workers. Labor power should be a vital tool in the
hands of the students and employees of the University to
reshape our community for the better.
Editor’s note: The opinions presented in this column are the
authors’ and do not imply any endorsement from The State
Press or its editors.
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